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studied and investigated.   Innovations were only permis-
sible if there was logic behind them, and logic can only be
conveyed to an audience of five thousand people if the form
is perfect.   Paderewski's process of training was only in
part mechanical, although endless hours were spent at the
piano.   The constant activity of his brain made mental
training a necessity.   Practically every musician or writer
is so deeply absorbed in his work that even in moments of
relaxation it will not let him rest.   Sleepless nights in which
difficult scales, unpolished trills, and passages apparently
unplayable, pursue each other in wild sequence and ex-
aggerated importance, are the nightmare accompaniment
to  the virtuoso's  profession.   Paderewski  suffered from
them as much as anyone, but by mental discipline he
did not allow himself to drift into the customary state of
nocturnal torture and exhaustion, but instead began a
definite routine of rigorous training.   He would run over in
his mind the entire programme of the forthcoming concert;
he would go over bar after bar ;   certain notes, certain
passages would have to be repeated, thought about more
carefully,   corrected,   and   gradually   each   composition
would disclose itself.   This concentration on a composition,
with the mind released from any preoccupation with the
hands, brought about a most successful identification of
the artist with the music, and became one with his breathing,
with his every nerve and fibre.
In the daytime Paderewski would also practise thus,
without using the piano. But on the whole he knew only
too well how essential it was to escape in the hours of leisure
from the haunting visions of his music. Ordinary physical
exercise did not give him the necessary relaxation ; walking
or swimming did not prevent his thoughts from revolving
around a difficult passage. He found mental release in
billiards and patience, which he could play for hours on
end, both requiring absolute concentration. In his own
words they gave him either exercise or " mental rest."
His physical strength and his robust health made strenuous

